
Class Descriptions 
 

*Ab Crunch- A free 15 minute concentrated core strengthening class that focusses on all the major muscles that make up the core which inner/core  muscles, 

abdominal muscles, oblique’s, as well as the erector spinae or lower back. (No Registration/Free)  

 

Boom-Heathway’s class geared towards baby boomers. Boom is a set of 30 minute classes that includes strength, cardio dance, and mind/body formats, to 

serve the needs of active older adults. 30 minute classes, (Free/$57) 60 minute classes, (Free/$74) 90 minute class (Free/$121)  

Boot Camp- Develop speed and agility, while increasing strength and endurance.  Move more efficiently and improve balance and coordination.  Get the 

motivation you need to work harder. For a 30 minute class, ($5/$65) ($6/$70) for a 60 minute class, ($7/$98) for a 75 minute class. 

 

 

Circuit Challenge- A non-stop class that moves from one exercise to the next quickly using weights, bells, balls, body weight and HIIT classes add high 

intensity aerobic intervals. 45 minutes class ($5/$65) 75 minute class ($6/$70) 

Core- Class that focusses on core, strength and balance. ($5/$65) 

Cycle -Cycling is a powerful aerobic conditioner that strengthens the heart and lungs, burns calories and increases aerobic endurance.  At any fitness level, 

cycling can help progress you to the next level.  There is a size limit for this class. Cost for 45 minute class ($4/$57) 60 minute class ($5/$65) 

Cycle/Strength- A mix of cardiovascular training in the cycle room followed by strength training. ($5/$65) 

 

 

Get Fit Cardio: - The perfect workout for participants who are fit and active, as well as those who want an energizing activity. There is 35 minutes of 

continuous low-impact, aerobic choreography, followed by 5-10 minutes of standing and/or mat strength training. (Free/$121) 

 

  

HIIT: High Intensity Interval Training- Each exercise set alternates intervals of all-out work with rest.  This is one of the most efficient and challenging ways 

to build strength and/or cardio endurance. ($7/$98) 

Hip Kick- Hip hop and kickbox combined for a fun cardio workout with variety! ($5/$65) 

 

Kickboxing: Cardio Kickboxing- Martial arts for fun and fitness – A cardiovascular class with a punch, kick, jump, hit and shout! Get your “mean” out in this 

energetic class. ($5/$65) 

 

 

Pilates- Focus on your core by enhancing strength, flexibility and alignment. ($5/$65) 

PIYO LIVE®  The very best of Pilates and Yoga-inspired moves cranked up to awesome music to give a full throttle, cardio, strength and flexibility training all 

at once. ($9/$121) 

*Pound®-A fun cardio jam session that uses lightly weighted drumsticks inspired by energizing sweat dropping fun. ($7/$74) 

 

Silver Sneakers Classic®- Have fun and move to music through a variety of exercises designed to increase muscular strength, range of movement and activity 

for daily living skills using hand-held weight, elastic tubing and exercise balls.  A chair is used for seated and/or standing support. (Free/$121) 

Silver Chair Yoga® This class helps you learn gentle, effective stretching and maintain joint flexibility and prevent injury. (free/$121) 

Step- Step to the music and strengthen your legs and your heart.  Step up and down on an elevated platform.  Adjust the height to your personal fitness level. 

($4/$57) 

Step and Strength-A mix of cardio and strength training while using the step to elevate your heart rate. ($5/$65) 

Strength and core- Strength training class that uses different pieces of equipment where the focus is on strengthening major muscles in the body while 

incorporating abdominal and low back strengthening. ($5/$65) 

 

Tabata/Tabata Strength - a type of interval class that follows a specific format: 30 minute class ($4/$57) 45 min class ($5/$65) or 60 minute class ($7/$98) 

 20 seconds of a very high intensity exercise (e.g., sprints) followed by 10 seconds of rest. 

 Repeat 8 times for a total of 4 minutes, perhaps the longest 4 minutes of your life! 

Tai Chi- A form of martial arts that uses slow rhythmic meditative moves to help you find peace & calm ($5/65) 

Thigh, butts and guts-Focus on sculpting and toning your body through strengthening and stabilizing your core muscle groups. ($5, $45) 

 

Tread and Shred:  A small group training that blends interval training with strength and mobility work. Our trainer will take you through 3 different phases 

that will push you out of your comfort zone. All fitness levels are welcome. Prepare to work! ($15/$135) 

 

TRX® Suspension Training – No matter where you are on the fitness continuum, you can get a fast, fun and effective total-body workout. With TRX, your 

body is your workout machine to build muscular strength and endurance and a rock-hard core. ($7/$74) 

 

Yoga- Learn yoga poses while developing techniques, mental concentration, flexibility and toning.  Standing and floor poses range from relaxing stretches to 

strenuous positions. ($13/$125) 

Yoga/Power Yoga-Don’t be intimidated. This class is for everyone and modifications are provided-dynamic, flowing sequences are sped up to burn calories, 

lengthen and tone the muscles, and increase flexibility. ($13/$125) 

 

 

Zumba- If you like to dance, this classis for you. Fun, easy to follow latin inspired-feel the music and let loose ($10/$123) 

Zumba Gold®- This lower impact, easy-to-follow fitness dance party is designed for active older adults, fitness beginners and party animals! ($7/$98) 

Zumba Toning- This specialty class is designed to blend body sculpting techniques and dance moves into calorie burning strength training class using 

weighted, maraca-like Zumba sticks. ($7/$98) 

 


